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Agenda

• Pilot Overview: What is it, How Will it Work

• Connecting the community to the USPTO

• Problems and Opportunities to be addressed

• Applied Web 2.0

• Challenges and Solutions



Peer to Patent Open 
Review Pilot

USPTO Strategic Plan
UK Gowers Report



Connecting the Scientific Community to the 
Patent Examination Process (Government)

• Goal: improve the quality of issued patents by giving the patent examiner 
access to better information by means of an open network (not a wiki, not a 
blog) for community participation

• First social software to impact legal and political process

• Designed to channel the right information

• manageable for examiner

• relevant for community

• Final decision made by agency on the basis of statutory standards



Pilot: Data Driven Reform

• Summer 2007 (Target: early June)

• Technology Center 2100 - computer and software inventions

• Start slow, adding up to 250 applications with participant consent

• Participants include: CA, General Electric, HP, IBM, Intel, Intellectual 
Ventures, International Characters, Microsoft, Oracle, Out of the Box, Red 
Hat, Yahoo! - 6%+ of all patents

• Funded by MacArthur Foundation, Omidyar Network and CA, General Electric, 
HP, IBM, Intellectual Ventures, Microsoft, Red Hat

• UK and European Patent Office pilots

• New York Law School’s “Do Tank” with USPTO



Crisis of Patent Quality Must Have Better Information



Information Deficit Will Impede Efforts at Reform

Patent examiners labor under 700,000 application backlog; may be
800k or higher this year

• have fewer than 18-20 hours for application review
• lack time for training in new and advanced scientific subjects
• must contend with poorly drafted applications and often    

uncooperative applicants

Culture of Secrecy

Limited database of patent resources

Person Having Ordinary Skill in the Art (“PHOSITA”)

+/-90% grant rate

Finding information that is not-there is difficult!!!



Costs of Litigation Make Quality Imperative



Why Now?

• Citizen consultation practiced by all agencies; peer review in 
widespread use in government (e.g. NIH, EPA, NSF)

• Most US patents applications are published after 18 months

Social reputation and collaborative filtering software make it 
manageable and scaleable

• Political and technological moment is ripe

• Patent quality/patent litigation crisis



Wisdom of the Crowd: Ordinary People are Experts



Enabling Citizen Participation in the Digital Age

• Tap into collective intelligence

• Group not individual expertise

• Facilitate incremental contributions

• Rating, reputation, feedback encourages successful 
participation

• Emphasize participation in the community not only in 
outside institutions



How Will It Work Citizen Participation Process



Pilot in the News

Open Call From the Patent Office
Agency Web Site Will Solicit Advice
By Alan Sipress
Washington Post Staff Writer
Monday, March 5, 2007; A01

"For the first time in history, it allows the patent-office examiners to 
open up their cubicles and get access to a whole world of technical 
experts," said David J. Kappos, vice president and assistant general 
counsel at IBM.”



How Will It Work User Experience



Find Patent Applications  - Visualize Community Activity 



Review the patent application online



• The software is designed to 
focus community attention on 
the patent application’s claims

• Design, directions and tutorials 
teach the goal

• Find prior art and assess 
relevance to the claims

• Work together to do the
hard work of finding 
information

Concentrating on 
Claims



Discuss the Application, including Claims and Submitted Prior Art

Comments can be 
flagged, sorted and 
filtered for spam and 

abuse but also for 
importance



Researching Prior Art Collectively – Social Bookmarks

The community has 
knowledge to share 

about resources they 
find most useful



Uploading Prior Art – Community Provides the Data



• Community assesses whether 
the prior art is relevant enough 
to be forwarded to Examiner

• Community assesses 
whether prior art “teaches”
all, some or none of the 
elements

• Community provides objective 
verification

• Community collaborates to 
create Top 10 list

Annotating and 
Social Evaluation



moderation and community 
engagement

Building an Innovation 
Community



Web 2.0 Basics

• The web as platform; network based experience

• Users own data on the site and exercise control over that data

• Architecture of Participation and Democracy encourages users to add 
value to the application as they use the system

• Rich, interactive user experience

• Harnessing the collective intelligence

Source: Wikipedia, O’Reilly



Web 2.0 Applied – New Tools

• User Profiles and Views of 
Community Membership

• Threaded Discussion Groups 
promote collaboration on each 
patent application

• Social-bookmarks capture patent-
related resources and research

• Community shares data – Prior 
Art, Resources, Research, Tags

• Community Feedback on Prior art: 
Ratings and Comments

• Activity made Visible through 
Metrics and Statistics

• Numbers, Sparkline Charts, 
Treemaps

• Community-based moderation; the 
community is in the work flow

• Feedback Loop to Patent 
Examiners and the USPTO 

*** This is BIG ***



So what? Why is this important

• Web 2.0 puts emphasis on new tools and techniques that were not 
so readily available in the past

• The real focus is on developing a social process that allows more 
effective collaboration between the community and USPTO 

• These tools definitely help but they do not eliminate the need for 
designing a suitable social interaction process

• The new social process is where the real impact will be felt



Challenges



Project Development: Building Consensus

• United States Patent and 
Trademark Office

• New York Law School Academic 
Advisors and Project Team

• Steering Committee

• Advisory Board

• Examiners

• Consultative Workshops

• Harvard

• Yale

• Michigan

• Stanford

• IPPR, London

An early focus on developing consensus 
with stakeholders has helped



Legal Environment
• There is a rule that permits third parties to submit

prior art, but without commentary and for a fee

• Last year only 40 comments were received despite
a backlog of 700,000 applications (Can we improve on this????)

• In many art areas, examiners are not allowed to
use the Internet or Google because of security concerns

Results:

• The law was an enabler; there was a basic
framework in place

• UK and EPO have a stronger legal basis

• It has to help to strong legal representation on the team, and in the  
Steering and Advisory groups



Political Considerations

There is a genuine crisis today; tremendous pressure due to backlogs

Results: The Political Climate is an Enabler 

• Belief that there is an opportunity to improve

• Incentives are part of the package

Apps examined out of turn and within a year (vs 52 months)

No fees for inventors, no fees for reviewers

• Support from major IP industry groups

• Focus on social and organizational practices has 
an impact 

Not just adding a wiki or blog

Creating a technology-enabled open
organization



Workforce Management

Is this more work, or is this different work? Better work?

• Ongoing work with USPTO leadership and Tech Center
2100 management is critical

• Presentation to patent examiner’s conference brought 
an overwhelmingly positive response 

• Trying to design the pilot and the system with 
workforce needs in mind

• This is a pilot, we have to be prepared to learn and adjust



Challenge of Perception

Getting past the initial focus

Opening Up the Patent Application System

To the underlying potential

Reduce cycle time; or more productive cycles

Winnow Bad Claims

Improved decision quality

Improved organizational efficiency



For Unknowns:  A Focus on Metrics and Evaluation

• What is the level of expertise of public reviewers participating via an 
open network and how does this online participation process shape 
that expertise?

• What is the impact of public participation on examiner decision-
making?

• What is the impact on the resulting quality of the issued patent?

• Data gathering, random selection, examiner control group



Expertise and Democracy: Closing the Gap

• Does not shift burden to agency or inventor exclusively

• Makes patents more accountable to science

• Creates educational and job opportunities

• Reduces the risk of challenge during litigation

• Is potentially more expert and more participatory

• Create collaborative, open practices enabled by technology that facilitate citizen and expert participation 
that is useful

• Tests legal and software framework to enable more open and informed decision-makingTests legal and software framework to enable more open and informed decision-making

The pilot starts in June!
www.peertopatent.org
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